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100 farmers and 60 stakeholders interviews  
May –August 2018 

Bulgaria:  
Farmers   44 
Stakeholders  23 

Germany: 
Farmers  26 
Stakeholders 23  
 

Spain: 
Farmers  30 
Stakeholders 14 

Western Stara Planina 

Plovdiv-Pazardjik Tauberbischofsheim 

Albstadt Iberian Dehesa 

Dry Cereal Croplands 



EFA choices: 
83% Fallow 
42% Nit Fix 

EFA choices: 
100% Fallow 
71% Nit Fix 
29% CatchCr 
7% Coppice 
7% ForeStr 

EFA choices: 
100% Nit Fix 
67% CatchCr 
17% Fallow 
17% AgrFore 
17% ForeStr 

EFA choices: 
69% Fallow 

62% CatchCr 
46%BufferStr  
31% Nit Fix 
23% ForeStr 

+ 3 others 

EFA choices: 
100% Fallow 
89% Nit Fix 

EFA choices: 
64% Fallow 
45% Nit Fix 
9% AgrFore 

LF choices: 
No. 

LF choices: 
29% TreeGro 
14% TreeLine 
7% Margin 

LF choices: 
No. 

LF choices: 
23% Hedges 
8% TreeGro 
8% Margin 
8%StoneWall 

 
 

LF choices: 
N/A 

LF choices: 
N/A 



Aiming at min 
changes in farming 
activity and max link 
to farm needs: NitFix 
as animal feed 

But cannot see the 
logic or the benefit  

LF avoided mostly 
due to fear of 
controls and 
sanctions; 
delineation in LPIS 

Lack of interest or 
considering all 
options equally 
green? 



=> How to calculate the 
min 5% requirement 
and avoid sanctions 



Responses were 
conditional  
due to the lack 
of “tests” and 
“measurement” 



21 % 

33 % 

43 % 

3 % 

25 % 

38 % 

29 % 

9 % 

“If the payments stop, I will stop doing it” 

“I will keep some of it but not at this level” 
“When the policy changes, farmers will have to change too” 



Main take-home messages 

• The initial rhetoric about making Greening as easier as possible for farmers 
contributed to the mind-set “choose the easiest option of least change” 

 => Better communication and explanation of environmental and farm benefits of 
 the different “green” options at the start 

• The lack of guidance and training for both farmers and local offices in the first years of 
Greening only contributed to the already low ambition 

 => Good quality and farm specific environmental advice for farmers & agri offices 

• The lack of monitoring of the effects of Greening makes both farmers and stakeholders 
uncertain about the stated environmental improvements. 

 => Introduce monitoring of “green” options, preferably involving farmers 


